Recently, the expansion of information technologies and the exponential increase of the digital data have deepened more the security and confidentiality issues in computer networks. In the Big Data era information security has become the main direction of scientific research and Big Data analytics is considered being the main tool in the solution of information security issue. Anomaly detection is one of the main issues in data analysis and used widely for detecting network threats. The potential sources of outliers can be noise and errors, events, and malicious attacks on the network. In this work, a short review of network anomaly detection methods is given, is looked at related works. In the article, a more exact and simple multi-classifier model is proposed for anomaly detection in network traffic based on Big Data. Experiments have been performed on the NSL-KDD data set by using the Weka. The offered model has shown decent results in terms of anomaly detection accuracy. 
INTRODUCTION
Security issues have always been thought of people from the existence of humanity. In the Big Data era, the interest in security issues has also increased and has turned into a very serious scientific-research direction in some aspects as political, economic, social, demographic, military, environmental, and so on. As shown in Hajirahimova Because of increased network connectivity, computer systems are becoming increasingly sensitive to attack.
Widely used by network services, web additions has pointed out the implementation of security measures against network and computer threats in enterprises and organizations. So, lately a number of cyber-targeted attacks as cyber-terrorism, cyber-wars, APT-Advanced Persistent Threat is rapidly increasing [3] . Collecting large volume of data from network, host, security devices, etc. to detect these attacks, which greatly threaten the security of corporate computers updating the issue of detecting anomalies in the data and requires more effective analysis methods and algorithms for solving the problem. Because early detection of dangerous traffics on computer networks, analysis of log files is an essential condition in providing network security. The detection of anomalies is one of the main issues in data analysis. Anomalies detection allows you to interfere with unusual behaviors.
Precautionary prevention of attacks (from 0 the day), filtering of previously unknown and malicious data is particularly important.
An anomaly is understood as a regularity that is not consistent with normal behavior in the data or defined the indicator of the data. In studies, "outliers", "exceptions", "peculiarities", "surprise" terms are also used as a synonym for the anomaly [4] . In other words, the detection of anomalies is the problem of finding templates that are not appropriate for probability acceptable behavior. This problem is more noticeable in the context of big data.
Traditional methods for detecting anomalies do not show good results in the big data which determined features such as large volumes, variations, high speeds [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Inaccurate detection or processing of anomalies direct impacts on the reliability of gained knowledge.
Therefore, proper identification of anomalies is an important issue, but also not a simple matter.
In this context, Google's MapReduce framework provides an effective method for analysis of large amounts of data, Technologies such as Clouds Computing, MapReduce, Hadoop, etc., have enough computing power to handle large-scale data processing. With the helping of these technologies, it has been possible to integrate and analyze multiple network data. As a result, security analytics technology has been acquired based on big data analysis [1, 6, 9] .
The purpose of the submitted study is analyzing anomalies more accurately, more precisely based on Big Data Analytics. Big data analytics is the process of detecting hidden didactics, unknown correlation and other useful information in large volumes of data for making optimal (the best) decision. In this context, anomaly detection is in the focus of attention both in scientific research and application fields as a very serious problem [1, 2, [9] [10] [11] .
Detection of anomalies is one of the application contexts in the large-scale data at various information security objects. For this purpose, in this paper, a model is offered for detecting network attacks based on Big Data Analytics. In the proposed model, the object of the research is network traffic that is considered one of the Big Data sources (log files that stored on the server for analysis and monitoring data, etc.).
The next parts of the paper have been organized as follows: In the second section of the article existing approaches are discussed in network traffic anomaly detection. In the third section, the proposed model has been described. In the fourth section experiments and results are interpreted. Later conclusion and a list of used literature are given.
RELATED WORK
Generally, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are the first systems based on intelligent data analysis in the field of information security [12] [13] [14] . The purpose of IDS is to detect malicious traffic -anomalies by controlling both input and output traffic. That`s IDS can classify events and behaviors as malicious and normal. These systems are usually based on rules (or signature-based IDS) and anomalies. The detection systems of traditional threats based on rules can find known templates. The main problem is that the majority of errors (classification or reversal of harmful flows in traffic) and inability to use high-capability networks, failure to identify new attacks. Anomaliesbased approaches are able to detect distinctive templates than normal behaviors. This is its advantage.
The detection of anomalies in the data study has begun in the nineteenth century [4] . Over time, special methods have been developed to detect anomalies in many application fields. Some methods consist of more general theoretical approaches. In Chandola, et al. [4] ; Hodge and Austin [13] ; Wang, et al. [15] is given a wide overview of anomalies detection methods. In these studies are given various aspects of anomaly detection problems (nature of data, types of anomalies -context anomaly, collective anomaly, data label), classification of anomaly detection based on methods.
From a methodological point of view network anomaly detection methods are divided into two groups: stochastic and deterministic. In stochastic methods data is modeled according to probability. Stochastic methods adapt data to a predictable model and assess the compatibility of new traffic compared to this model. Evaluation is based on a statistical hypothesis. Deterministic methods divide the function into two parts: "normal" and "abnormal". Borders are defined by cluster analysis and SVM methods, etc. In terms of data, the anomaly detection methods are flow-based, packet-based and window-based [16] .
Studies show that network detection methods are divided into two types: supervised and unsupervised. Under supervised detection methods, the normal behavior model of the system or network is created based on the training data. In unsupervised detection methods is not used any training data [4, 13, 16] .
In numerous studies, statistical approaches for detection of anomalies reduction of size, based on machine learning, neural networks, the Bayesian network, entropy, based on rules and optimization, SVM-based, etc. models and algorithms were proposed [8, 10, 16, 17] .
The analysis of network traffic can help engineers to create a reliable network, be protected from extra downloads, predict dangers in advance. For this purpose, packet size, duration, IP addresses, ports and etc. usually has been used in research.
In Adibi [18] Adibi has commented on the essence of traffic classification methods in the context of Packet, Flow, and Application.
In many studies, hybrid or multi-level classification models have been suggested to increase the accuracy of classification in the detection of anomaly [8, 10, [19] [20] [21] [22] . The combined use of numerous data mining methods is known as an ensemble approach, and the process of learning the correlation between these ensemble techniques is known by names such as meta-learning.
The researchers of Columbia University propose using of mechanism that consists of some classifiers for increasing accuracy and efficiency of IDS. They show that a method cannot detect an attack, the probability of detecting an attack of other method is high [23] .
A Branitskiy and Kotenko have proposed hybridization model of intelligent computation methods as neural networks, neuro-fuzzy classifiers, and SVM with the purpose of effective detection of network attacks. Authors use the method of principal components to accelerate the processing of input vectors. A multi-level analysis of network traffic is one of the advantages of the proposed model [22] .
In Aljawarneh, et al. [21] Aljawarneh and others propose a hybrid algorithm as consisting of J48, MetaPagging, Random Tree, REPTree, AdaBoostMl, DecisionStump, and NaïveBayes classifiers, that is measured with high accuracy degree and allows minimization of both computation and time.
In Imamverdiyev and Sukhostat [24] approach was proposed which is based on informative features for anomaly detection of network traffic. A higher dimension characterized by the number of features which is the main problem in the analysis of network traffic. The selection (reduction) of main features improves the efficiency of classification. Reduction of feature also allows interpreting results better.
In cybersecurity field majority of current methods consists of heuristic approaches which have high computation complexity. In Pajouh, et al. [19] machine learning approach is proposed to detect anomalous traffic in the network. Proposed two-tier classification model provides high detection speed as a result of the optimal reduction of dimension. It allows detecting less common like U2R, R2L, and more dangerous attacks exactly.
In Rehák, et al. [25] a specific model is proposed that based on trust and reputation mechanism to detect network anomaly by the integration method of some algorithms. In the network, the model can identify the important events (scans, DoS attacks, worms etc.) reliably. Authors get reducing errors, false positives, and false negatives by applying of agent technology to the analysis of network behavior. So, they get more exact results.
The researchers of Purdue University propose a new architecture model to define anomalous behaviors of the system by using Genetic Programming for detection of attacks [26] .
Networks are complex interacting systems and are comprised of several items such as routers and switches.
Researchers have approached the anomaly detection problem in networks using various techniques such as artificial intelligence, machine learning etc. Greater synergy between the networking and signal processing areas will help develop better and more effective tools for detecting network anomalies problems. The application of signal processing techniques to this area is still in its infancy, and we believe that it has great potential to enhance the field, and thereby improve the reliability of IP networks. In this paper, authors review the use of signal processing techniques to address the problem of measuring, analyzing, and synthesizing network information to obtain normal network behavior [27] .
PROPOSED MODEL

Statement of the Issue
In the article multi-classification approach that allows detecting anomaly in the network traffic network is suggested in Figure 1 The development of the proposed model consists of the following steps:
Step 1. Selection of training and test datasets-NSLKDD. About this dataset will be informed in the next sections;
Step 2. First processing phase. Noisy data clearance for the purpose of only storing useful information or the application of normalization or correction methods to simplify the processing process;
Step 3. Build a hybrid model consisting of 3.J48, LogitBoost, IBk, AdaBoost, RandomTree classifiers;
Step 4. Testing of classifiers on data;
Step 5. Choosing a method for creating a classifier ensemble (for example, Stacking).
As shown in the scheme the proposed method consists of two phases for anomaly detection. At the first phase training is performed, and at the second phase algorithm is tested for anomaly detection. 
A. Dataset -NSL KDD
One of the main problems faced by researchers in detecting network anomalies is the lack of open data sets. In order to solve the problem, the importance of etalon test data for the testing of IDS systems in the 1990s was recognized and the DARPA data collectors appeared [19, 28] .
It should be noted that at present, many data sets are available to the researchers for testing IDS systems:
DARPA, KDD'99, Internet Traffic Archive, LBNL, CAIDA, DEFCON, PREDICT, ISCX 2012 and so on
Mohiuddin, et al. [28] .
DARPA data sets have been created with the imitation of observed network traffic in mid-range USA airbase for network security purposes. The imitated attacks on the KDD training dataset are divided into four categories [19, 20, 28] : DARPA and KDD data collections are considered outdated, have a number of shortcomings, but are still being
used. An improved version of KDD`99 -NSL-KDD data collection has been developed to eliminate deficiencies [29] . In the training collection, there are no unnecessary records, no repetitions in the test collection, and so on.
Taking this into account, in the paper are used NSL-KDDTrain dataset that consists of 125973 records and NSLKDDTest data consisting of 22544 records. [32] Each record examples in the NSL-KDDTrain dataset contains 42 attributes Table 1 that are marked as normal or anomalies and reflect different properties in themselves. It should be noted, TCP, UDP, and ICMP protocols have been used in NSL-KDD dataset. In NSL-KDD [30] ; Dhanabal and Shantharajah [31] ; Revathi and Malathi [32] detailed information about data, attributes, names, descriptions and so on were informed.
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B. WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis)
It is more important to have the perfect tools for the intelligent analysis of data. The first version of Weka's open source software was developed in Java programming language at Waikato University in New Zealand in 1993, to provide data analysis and machine learning algorithms. This allows it to be used on any computer platform.
WEKA offers researchers with initial processing tools, multiple classification and clustering, regression methods and provides visualization of results.
Over the past years, the software has been developed, and researchers have been created the most up-to-date opportunities. It should be noted that the application of latest version 3.8.1 to the Big Data has been realized 1 .
C. Classification Methods
Decision Tree (or J48) is predictive machine learning language that it decides the target value of new example based on different features of available information. Decision trees create a hierarchical partitioning of the data, which relates the different partitions at the leaf level to the different classes. The hierarchical partitioning at each level is created with the use of a split criterion. The split criterion may either use a condition (or predicate) on a single attribute, or it may contain a condition on multiple attributes. The overall approach is to try to recursively split the training data so as to maximize the discrimination among the different classes over different nodes [33] .
In Weka implemented an algorithm for creating decision trees under the name J48.
KNN (or IBk) -Non-parametric classifier "Nearest neighbor" is also known as "Instance-based" learning. K nearest neighbors are simple classification algorithm based on similarity or distance calculation between instances.
To classify an unknown instance represented by some feature vectors as a point in the feature space, the KNN classifier calculates the distances between the point and points in the training dataset. For the labeling of each test sample objects must sequentially perform the following operations [34] :
 Calculate the distance to each of the training sample objects;
 Select k training sample objects, the distance to which is minimal;
 The class of the object being classified is the class most often encountered among the k nearest neighbors.
Usually, the Euclidean distance function is the most widely used the distance metric.
    The AdaBoost short for adaptive boosting, algorithm, introduced in 1995 by Freund and Schapire [35] Boosting originated from the question of whether a set of weak classifiers could be converted to a strong classifier.
It can be used in conjunction with many other types of learning algorithms to improve performance. The output of the other learning algorithms ('weak learners') is combined into a weighted sum that represents the final output of the boosted classifier. That is, it focuses on classification problems and is aimed at converting a set of weak classifiers into a strong one. AdaBoost is adaptive in the sense that subsequent weak learners are tweaked in favor of those instances misclassified by previous classifiers. AdaBoost is sensitive to noisy data and outliers. In some problems, it can be less susceptible to the overfitting problem than other learning algorithms [36] 2 .
LogitBoost is also referring to a boosting classification algorithm. The LogitBoost algorithm is formulated by professors at Stanford University Jerome Friedman, Trevor Hastie, and Robert Tibshirani. LogitBoost and AdaBoost are close to each other in the sense that both perform an additive logistic regression. The difference is that AdaBoost the exponential loss, whereas LogitBoost minimizes the logistic loss 3 .
A random tree is a tree or arborescence that is formed by a stochastic process. Types of random trees include Random binary tree, Random recursive tree, Random forest, etc 4 .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section carried out experiments carried out and their results are summarized. Experiments were made on a computer with a Windows 8.1 (64bit) operating system, Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-2400 processor, 4GB of RAM, and the training and testing NSL-KDD dataset were used to detect anomalies in network traffic. These files contain "urgent", "hot", dst_host_count, etc.
In this work J48, LogitBoost, IBk, AdaBoost, RandomTree classifiers were tested according to all feature vectors. As mentioned previously the evaluation of the efficiency of the proposed model was taken on NSL-KDD open source database in the WEKA environment. The Stacking method applies to create classifiers ensemble. SVM Radial Basis Function was used as meta-classifier in classifier ensemble. Ensemble classifier is made up of multiple classifier algorithms and whose output is a combined result of the output of those classifier algorithms.
Stacking is an ensemble learning technique to combine multiple classification models via a meta-classifier. The individual classification models are trained based on the complete training set; then, the meta-classifier is fitted based on the outputs --meta-features --of the individual classification models in the ensemble. The meta-classifier can either be trained on the predicted class labels or probabilities from the ensemble [37] 5 .
Interpretation of Classification Results
In the result of the classification process confusion matrix is gained. The dimension of the matrix may be two and more according to the number of classes. In the research two-dimensional matrix is obtained for having two classes (normal, anomaly) and its structure is shown in Table 2 . We can also calculate precision, recall, F -measure, accuracy assessments after knowing the values of the above mentioned four parameters.
Precision is the measured proportion of the number of correctly predicted positive observations to the number of total positive observations.
The recall is a proportion of the number of correctly predicted positive observations to the number of total observations that their real class is yes. Accuracy is the percentage of test set samples that are correctly classified by the model. In other words, this accuracy is expressed by the quotient of the number of correctly predicted observations to the number of total observations. Here correctly predicted observations may be from yes and no classes. Therefore TP and TN sum up for finding correctly predicted observations. And the number of total observations is expressed by the sum of the above-mentioned parameters. Then, the following formula is correct for accuracy [9] . The SVM Radial Basis Function was taken as a meta classifier in the classifier ensemble.
Classifiers' detection precision was estimated based on precision, recall, false positive rate (FPR), true positive rate (TP), f-measurement (f-measure), accuracy metrics.
The result can be interpreted as follows. As can be seen in Table 3 , the detection accuracy of the proposed approach for all metrics is higher than other methods. The accuracy of the anomalies of the proposed model is over FPR errors are low when the precision indicator is high, and FNR errors are low when the recall indicator is high. So it is difficult for both precision and recall indicators to be high at the same time. Because, in most cases when the recall indicator increases, the precision indicator is low and vice versa. F -measure shows that the model is exact(accurate) or not. This indicator shows that precision and recall indicators are high enough.
The ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) curve presented in Figure 2 was used as a visualization tool. For this purpose, Matlab software was used. In the curve, the x-axis reflects lies, and the y-axis reflects negative lies.
CONCLUSION
Network traffic anomalies can create serious disturbances for network security. The results of the network traffic analysis can help network engineers and administrators to create a more reliable network, avoid possible discharges and take precautionary measures. model experiments allow the model to be applied to security objects. In the future, reducing the symptoms, optimization and so on. approaches for increasing of detecting accuracy of this model should be developed.
